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Friendly motorists do exist! But no cyclists on the road this morning to appreciate
them. I mean ZERO.

	

Towards the top of Kings, this woman smiled, waved and gave us an "ok" sign as we rode up the hill.OK people, it wasn't THAT

bad this morning. Where was everybody? I mean cyclists or joggers. Nobody. Kevin and I saw zero other cyclists, zero joggers on a

morning that was wet, sure, but the nasty rain that had been forecast never hit with any real force. In theory, we should have been

wakened by heavy rain at 4am, which should have continued until about 8am or so. In reality, Kevin and I woke up to a light drizzle,

and there was only one point where the question... rain jacket or not... came up.

The answer was no. Sometimes that answer is later found to be wrong, but this morning it was right. We would have cooked to death

heading up Kings, even at the ridiculously-slow speed we headed up the hill. What was it, something like 40 minutes? Seriously?

But it was nice going up the hill so slowly that we could really pay attention to the damage brought on by past storms. So many trees

that have fallen down, been cut down, or just pulled down. Lots of small rock & mud slides. 

We eventually made it to the top and, predictably, I felt a whole lot better up there. Basically, I just need to warm up for an hour, in

stark contrast to my son, who can ride like a bat out of whatever right from the start. What was sad was not having the time to do the

West Old La Honda loop, which must have been gorgeous this morning, with the clouds just beginning to break up. 

Good thing we didn't chance riding the full route as we were delayed longer than normal by the road work on 84. We must have

timed it exactly wrong; just one car in front of us. 8 minutes, so not really all that long, but sure felt like it! Even at 8 minutes, it's

still not worth descending Old LaHonda instead, and with our 'cross/rain bikes, descending at speed on wet roads is pretty easy.

Definitely looking forward to the nicer weather forecast for the weekend!
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